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WE MAKE TOYS THAT 
KIDS MAKE THEIR OWN

Once Kids is a soulful, design-obsessed, playful, and sustainable 
children's toy company. We created toys that inspired kids to be 
creative and personalize their play. Toys that are fun, but also 
create awareness for the environment we live in. Toys that build 
a belief in kids today. We accomplished this in the development 
of Once Kids. As we were all once kids and remember the positive 

impact that toys had on our life. 

products. We infuse products such as felt, recycled from plastic 
bottles to aid in environmental cleanup. Our toys are for both kids 
today or those that once were. We built a brand that all of us 

could believe in!
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ECO-BRICKS™ PLUS+

TWICE THE SIZE OF ECO-BRICKS™

crayons, paint, etc.! 

ECO-BRICKS™ PLUS+ 20PC
NATURAL  ITEM: EBP1020

ECO-BRICKS™ PLUS+ 42PC
NATURAL  ITEM: EBP1042

CODE: 850501007554 CODE: 850501007561
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ECO-BRICKS™ PLUS+ 48PC
COLOR  ITEM: EBCP1048

ECO-BRICKS™ PLUS+ 25PC
NATURAL  ITEM: EBCP1025

and our environment. 

compatible with plastic 

ECO-BRICKS™ COLOR PLUS+

CODE: 850501007578 CODE: 850501007585



only is Bamboo a renewable resource but it leaves a carbon-neutral footprint! 

stay clean and protect against high use from many little hands. 

felt-shaped stickers are sustainable too. All are spun from recycled plastic bottles and perfect for 
sensory touch.

embellish with felt 
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ECO-BRICKS™ 90PC
BAMBOO  ITEM: EBMB109021

CODE: 850501007493



ECO-BRICKS™ BAMBOO

ECO-BRICKS™ 145PC
BAMBOO  ITEM: EBMB114521

spun from recycled plastic

CODE: 850501007509
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color tint! Made for the colorful mind. 

good for the environment. 

Create with color

ECO-BRICKS™ 109PC
COLOR  ITEM: EBC1109

ECO-BRICKS™ 54PC
COLOR  ITEM: EBC1054

ECO-BRICKS™ 206PC
COLOR ITEM: EBC1206

CODE: 850501007523 CODE: 850501007530 CODE: 850501007547



ECO-BRICKS™ COLOR

water based color



created to go on epic adventures while saving the planet! 

Big things come in many sizes! 

action figures that play

ACTION FIGURE
7.5”  ITEM: OK950121

MINIFIGURE
4”  ITEM: EBMH1001

MEGAFIGURE
19” ITEM: OK9519
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stand up to whatever super villains come their way.

CREATE YOUR OWN story

ACTION FIGURES

ACTION FIGURE 1PC
DIY  ITEM: OK950121

ACTION FIGURES 2PC
DIY ITEM: OK950221
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COMPATIBLE HEROES



ACTION FIGURES

#1 SYCAMORE
ACTION FIGURE 
ITEM: OK2001-121

 

#2 FIR
ACTION FIGURE 
ITEM: OK2001-221

 

#6 LARCH
ACTION FIGURE 
ITEM: OK2001-621

#7 HEMLOCK
ACTION FIGURE

 
ITEM: OK2001-721

#4 SPRUCE
ACTION FIGURE 
ITEM: OK2001-421

Play hard



ACTION FIGURES

FIGURES SETS



Once Kids understands that everything we produce has an impact on the people and environment 
around them, so let's make it a positive one. We selected two impactful partnerships to aid in our 
mission to protect our planet around our forest and oceans, One Tree Planted® and the Trash 
Free Seas Alliance®
and makes a positive social impact around the world. We plant one tree with every purchased 
product. Ocean plastic pollution is also a massive problem on a global scale. The Trash Free Seas 

ocean of plastic pollution and other forms of marine debris. Once Kids helps save our oceans by 

of plastics into the ocean. Marine debris is one of the greatest threats our ocean faces, but luckily it 

than what you're seeing on the beaches. Scientists estimate that more than 11 million metric tons of 

the trash free seas challenge for more than 8 years. Trash in the ocean has serious consequences 
for all of us, but there is hope. With your help, we can solve the ocean plastic crisis together.

MAKE NEW AGAIN
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Biodegradable Blocks

our planet? Of course most people might not discard but what about their kids or their kids' kids. 

biodegradable plastic is now consuming our planet. There are regions of the world that will not 

their kids to take back our environment and educate consumers the roles plastic plays. We can no 
longer stand by and contribute to the degradation of our planet. Our mission is to create an impact, 

PROTECTING OUR PLANET

PROTECTING OUR PLANET


